
Reindeer Races STEAM Challenge

Challenge your students to construct the fastest reindeer in your class in this 
Physical Science activity. Encourage your students to investigate how they can 
modify their design to make their reindeer move faster.
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Paper roll
2 x googly eyes2 x pipe cleaners1 x red pom pom1 x sleigh bellString or twineGlue

Scissors
Reindeer template

Materials

1. Decorate and cut out reindeer face, legs and tail 
using the template provided.
2. Glue two googly eyes and a nose (red pom pom) on 
the head template.
3. Cut a pipe cleaner in half. Twist one half around the 
other to create an antler. Repeat so you have two 
antlers.
4. Glue antlers to the body of the reindeer.
5. Glue the head to the antlers so it sits above the 
body.
6. Glue the legs and tail to the body.
7. Tie a ribbon with bell around the neck of your 
reindeer.
8. Investigate how you can help to balance your 
reindeer and make it move faster along the string 
(adding weight to certain areas may help). Decorate 
your reindeer and get ready for the race!
9. Tie twine or string to two anchor points. Thread 
your reindeer through the top end and let it slide 
down to the second anchor point.
10. Time your reindeer to see how long it takes or 
race another reindeer using more string. 
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Activity Steps



Reindeer Template
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